
embed
[ımʹbed] v

1. 1) вставлять, врезать, вмазывать, вделывать; заделывать (во что-л. ); вкраплять
to embed in concrete - забетонировать
a shell splinter embedded itself in the wall - осколок снаряда застрял в стене

2) вкапывать, закапывать, укреплять (в грунте)
3) врезаться, запечатлеться

embedded in one's memory - врезавшийся в память; незабвенный, незабываемый
2. укладывать (шпалы и т. п. )
3. топ. ставить межевые знаки, вехи
4. внедрять

Apresyan (En-Ru)

embed
embed [embed embeds embedded embedding ] (also imbed )BrE [ɪmˈbed]
NAmE [ɪmˈbed] verb (-dd-) usually passive
1. ~ sth (in sth) to fix sth firmly into a substance or solid object

• an operation to remove glass that was embedded in his leg
• The bullet embedded itself in the wall.
• (figurative ) These attitudes are deeply embedded in our society (= felt very strongly and difficult to change) .
2. ~ sb to send a journalist, photographer, etc. to an area where there is fighting, so that he or she can travel with the army and report
what is happening

• embedded reporters in the war zone
3. ~ sth (linguistics ) to place a sentence inside another sentence. In the sentence ‘I'm aware that she knows’, she knows is an
embedded sentence.

See also: ↑imbed

Verb forms:

Oxford Advanced Learners Dictionary 8th Ed.

embed
I. em bed 1 /ɪmˈbed/ BrE AmE verb (past tense and past participle embedded ,

present participle embedding )
1. [intransitive, transitive usually passive] to put something firmly and deeply into something else, or to be put into something in this
way

be embedded in something
A piece of glass was embedded in her hand.

2. [transitive usually passive] if ideas, attitudes, or feelings etc are embedded, you believe or feel them very strongly:
Feelings of guilt are deeply embedded in her personality.

3. [transitive] to put something such as a↑graphic into a computer program or page on the Internet

II. em bed 2 /'embed/ BrE AmE noun [countable]

an↑embedded journalist
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